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Shear Stress Plot (blow up)
Equivalent Principle Stress Plot
Equivalent Principle Stress Plot (blow up)
Load vs Length (unifom load)
Shear vs Length (uniform load)
Moment vs Length (uniform load)
Load vs Length (concentrated load)
Shear vs Length (concentrated load)
Moment vs Length (concentrated load)
Load vs Semi-Span (all load on front I beam)
Shear vs Semi-Span (all load on front I beam)
Moment vs Semi-Span (all load on front I beam)
Load vs Semi-Span (33% on rear I beam)
Shear vs Semi-Span (33% on rear I beam)
Moment vs Semi-Span (33% on rear I beam)
Load vs Semi-Span (66% on front I beam)
Shear vs Semi-Span (66% on front I beam)
Moment vs Semi-Span (66% on front I beam)
Front Spar Properties
Rear Spar Properties
Pressure Distribution over Wing
Pressure Calculations for Wing
Twist Angle vs Semi-Span (beam elements)
Twist Angle vs Semi-Span (bar elements)
Structural Cross-Section
Force Calculations for Wing
Model #2 Deflection Plot with gravity load (side view)
Model #2 Prin. Stress with gravity load (top view)
Model #2 Prin. Stress with gravity load (right I beam)
Model #2 Prin. Stress with gravity load (middle I beam '
Model #2 Prin. Stress with gravity load (left I beam)
Model #2 Prin. Stress with gravity load (bottom view)
Model #2 Deflection Plot with Press. (iso. view)
Model #2 Deflection Plot with Press. (side view)
Model #2 Shear Stress with Press. (bottom view)
Model #2 Shear Stress with Press. (top view)
Model #2 Shear Stress with Press. (top view II)
Model #2 Princ. Stress with Press. (top view)
Model #2 Princ. Stress with Press. (right I beam)













Model #2 Princ. Stress with Press. (left I beam)
Model #2 Princ. Stress with Press. (bottom view)
K-Factor Table
Q-Factor vs. Gearbox Weight
Wing Contribution to Pitching Moment





Combined Mode vs. dw/dt
Combined Mode vs. du/dt
Appendix A.I
Computer Aided Desian
Using three dimensional design techniques and the
Advanced Surface Design software on the Computervision
Designer V-X Interactive Graphics System, the aircraft
configuration was created. The canard, tail, vertical
tail, and main wing were created on the system using
'Wing Generator', a Computervision based program
introduced in Appendix A.2. These plots can be seen in
Figures A.I.I - A.I.3. The individual components of the
plane were created separately and were later
individually imported to the master database. An
















































































CAD Wing Design Program
INTRODUCTION
The creation of a complex entity such as an
airplane wing can be a complex and time consuming task
on a CAD system. This program allows the designer a
simpler, faster, automated means by which to experiment
with wing designs and create wing models. These models
may then be used for creating plots, defining mass
properties, and doing aerodynamic and structural
analyses as necessary.
In general, a wing's airfoil or cross section is a
function of the spanwise location. For this reason, an
input file may be created which defines up to ten
airfoils to be used along the span of the wing. If one
does not wish to create airfoils (ie. a simple wing
geometry), a default file containing symmetrical
airfoils may be utilized instead. At spanwise
locations where an airfoil section is not specified, a
linear interpolation provides a smooth transition of
the wing surface.
The program format requires that the user input
some basic data on the dimensions of the wing; it then
responds with a CAD model of the wing, and provides
plots of all views of the wing.
A.2.2
PROGRAM THEORY
A basic design assumption for Wing Generator 1.0 is
a constant taper ratio, defined by the lengths of the
tip and root chord airfoils. Once these parameters are
defined, the chord length of any intermediate airfoil
is known; it is a function of the span location only.
As airfoils in the input file are of length unity, they
may simply be scaled by the taper ratio at the required
span location.
After being scaled to the correct size, the
coordinates of each airfoil are adjusted to reflect the
angle of twist defined by the user. At this stage, the
cartesian coordinates of the airfoil sections are stored
in a database; they are then connected together using
the CAD BSPLINE entity and copied into model space to
form a complete wing. Finally the program interacts with
the user to detail the wing and plot different views.
WING DESIGN ILLUSTRATION
In order to demonstrate the graphic capabilities of
the program, a wing was designed with an elliptic span
load distribution. It was to be a forward swept wing,
with the following characteristics:
Wing Span : 50 ft.
Wing Area : 750 sq. ft.
A.2.3
Root Chord : 20 ft.
Tip Chord : i0 ft.
Sweep Angle : -30 degrees
Lift Coeff. : 1.00
No. Airfoils: 6
Knowing the number of airfoils and total lift
coefficient for the wing, an expression was derived for
the local spanwise lift coefficient, (Cl). For any
elliptically loaded wing, the load at any spanwise
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(A.2.1)
However, the 10ad at the root is given by eq. (A.2.2).
w0=on%pv,s(4/,b) (A.2.2)
-_ A.2.4
and the total lift on the wing by (A.2.3)
[b/2




Iij2CL= (2/s) c(y)-cl(Y)dy (A.2.5)
Substituting equation (A.2.2) into equation (A.2.1) yields
W(y)=CL-½_V2S-(4/-b)Ji-(y/(b/2))' (A.2.6)
Substituting equation (A.2.5) into equation (A.2.6),
w(y)=c1(y)-c(y).%gv' (A.2.7)
Dividing both Eq. (A.2.6) and (A.2.7) by the dynamic pressure




Thus for the wing described above, the local lift




where C r is the root chord
and C t is the tip chord.
(A.2.9)
Substituting the values for this wing into eq. (A.2.8),
the following relation is found:
Cl(Y)=19.10./l-fy/25)2 (A.2.10)
(2o-o.4y)
The data for the six airfoils as derived from eq.
(A.2.10) are given below:
Table A.2.1
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Wing generator 1.0 requires actual airfoil
coordinates as input. Thus an intermediate step is
required, that of creating airfoil section coordinates
from a target lift coefficient. The program
'Design.for' (Reference 13) was utilized for this task,
the task of creating some simple airfoils of varying
geometry along the wing span.
'Design.for" uses target pressure distributions, given
as input, to determine airfoil section coordinates.
Examples of input pressure distributions and format of
output are shown at the end of this appendix.
A.2.7
Target pressure distributions were prescribed which
would yield a value in Table (A.2.2) for that airfoil.
(The output from 'Design.for' for these airfoils may be
found at the end of this appendix).
Finally, the airfoil coordinates from 'Design.for'
were merged and formatted as input to the Wing
Generator. (The method for transferring this file from
the PC to the CAD system is described in this appendix
(see 'File Transfers'). The program was run for the
parameters of the forward-swept wing and airfoils
described previously; plots are included at the end of
this appendix.
A.2.8
USING WING GENERATOR i. 0
Wing generator 1.0 is a fully documented computer
program, written with the aircraft designer in mind.
This step by step guide should aid the first time user
to run the program successfully.
computer: Please enter the date.
_!ser: Type the date.
computer: Please enter the wing span.
user: Type the length of the wing from tip to tip.
computer: Please enter the length of the root chord.
user: Type the length of the airfoil located at the
fuselage.
computer: Please enter the tip chord length.
user: Type the length of the airfoil furthest from the
fuselage.
computer: Please enter the sweep angle in degrees.
Dser: Type the sweep angle using the convention that a
positive angle indicates a rearward swept wing.
computer: What is the airfoil section filename?
(Default = (P.THJ.FOIL)
user: Hit the enter key to choose the default airfoil
section, or type in another previosly created
data file. The default file is made up of simple
symmetrical airfoils. The procedure to make up
A.2.9
new data files will be covered in the section
titled File Transfers.
Gomputer: There are: X airfoils contained in the file.
Airfoil section (I) has been uploaded.
At how many span stations will (I) appear?
user_i." The computer has now read in all "X" of the
airfoils. It now runs through each airfoil from
root to tip and asks you how many times each of
these airfoils will be used to define the wing
geometry. Type the appropriate number to
continue.
computer: Please indicate the # (i) span position for
airfoil I.
Span position =?
user." Type in the the location of the airfoil. The
location is defined as the perpendicular distance
between the airfoil under consideration and the
root airfoil.
computer: Please enter the twist angle in degrees for
same.
Twist angle =?
use_i Type the number of degrees that the airfoil under
consideration is twisted. This angle is equal to
the negative of the angle of attack.
OT_. This routine of defining the position and twist
angle for each airfoil is repeated until all of
the airfoils in the data file are defined.
A.2.10
_omputer: Do you want to see the airfoil coordinates?
user: Hit enter to default a "no" answer or type "y" to
see the true space coordinates printed.
computer: Do you want to see the points plotted?
user: Hit enter to default a "no" answer or type "y" to
create points at each of the coordinates along
the airfoil.
computer: Do you want to surface the wing?
user: Hit enter to default a "no" answer or type "y" to
create a surface on the wing geometry.
computer: Activate Part <var>
user: Type the name you wish the part to have. Hit the
"ctrl" and "x" keys simultaneously.
_omputer: Dynamic view speed 5: view
user: Use the pen to digitize a view, then use the ICU
to adjust to the location that looks best. Hit
ctrl x.
Comp_er: Insert label "Leading edge":Draw/Model entity
user." Select the modifier "near" with the pen and
digitize the leading edge line and the location
for the label to go. Hit ctrl x.
compute_: Insert label "Trailing edge":Draw/Model
entity
user: Repeat last step for trailing edge line.
computer: Insert label "Quarter Chord":Draw/Model
entity
user: Repeat again for quarter chord line.
A.2.11
cQmputer: Insert Bspline Tag = HI:Model location
user.- Select the modifier "near" with the pen and then
digitize the upper points on the airfoils as
BEFORE COMUAH:.
I F ,
FRONT VIEW OF WING
AFTER COktUAJ__.




computer: Insert label "Upper Boundary":Draw/Model
entity
Repeat previous procedure for inserting labels
for the upper boundary line.
G omputer: Insert Bspline Tag = LOW:Model location
user.- Select the modifier "near" with the pen and then
digitize the lower points on the airfoils as




FROI,IT VIEW OF WING
_rE R c OI4MAN_
W,'P7CADLA.BORATORYJ'n' l_
.SCAL,E-c.olDA'IT.._ I Di_ BY:
F;GURE 2
THJ & NP_"
_omputer: Insert Ntext ""Wing section"THJ & NPF"Scale"I
"date"l"":Draw ent
user: Use the pen to digitize any point on the title
block. Hit ctrl x. This procedure will
automatically configure the title block with the
appropriate scale and date.
In order to have multi-color plots, entities were
created on different layers in the drawing. The
entities and their respective layers are as follows:
Airfoils ............. Layer 0
Title block .......... Layer 0
Leading Edge ......... Layer 1
Trailing Edge ........ Layer 2
Quarter Chord ........ Layer 3
Upper Bound .......... Layer 4
Lower Bound .......... Layer 5
Rotated Airfoils ..... Layer 6
A.2.13
CONCLUSION
It has been shown that the time required to create
and modify airplane wings using the Computervision
Interactive Graphic System has been reduced
significantly. The program Wing Generator 1.0 should
prove to be an invaluable tool to the airplane
designer, as it quickly and efficiently creates wing
geometries which may be used as models for structural,
aerodynamic, and mass properties analysis.
_ A.2.14
FORWARD SWEPT WING STATISTICS
Wing Span ...................... I00 Ft.
Root Chord Length ............... 20 Ft.
Tip Chord Length ................ i0 Ft.
Sweep Angle .................... -30 Deg.








The airfoil data file may contain up to ten
airfoils, each being made of fifty distinct points (25
upper, 25 lower). Each airfoil in the input file must
have a chord length of unity, and twist angle of zero
degrees, with the leading edge point coinciding with
the origin (0,0) and the trailing edge point coinciding
with (I,0). Wing Generator is formatted to accept
output from the program 'Design.for' (Reference 13).
The first entry in the file should be an index which
represents the number of airfoils contained in the








- number of airfoils in file
- coordinates of first point
- rest of coordinates, ist foil
- coordinates of last point










































































































Generally data files defining the airfoils will be
generated outside the Computervision system. The
program being used in this project is 'Design.for'
(Reference 13). In these cases, the output file of the
source program must be in the form acceptable to Wing
Generator 1.0, described previously. Once the file is
in the correct format and saved on a floppy disk, it is
ready to be transferred. The following procedure
should aid the user in completing such transfers
successfully.
NOTE.- The user should type what is UNDERLINED.
i. On the patch panel in the CGP room (back room
of the lab), connect a jumper cable between
"cv9600 BAUDPCU" and "IBM XT#I" (see proctor
for help).
2. Boot up the IBM XT. Type the correct date and
time. Do not put a floppy diskette in the
drive when booting up. Make sure the "T-
switch" the IBM is on "Patch panel". At the
main menu, choose the option to get to DOS
level.
3. The program Kermit is used to transfer (ASCII)
data from the IBM XT to the Computervision
CADDS 4X system or vice versa. Enter the
A.2.18
Kermit program by typing
C:\>KERMIT <CR>
IBM-PC Kermit-MS V2.26
Type ? for help
Kermit-MS> (This is IBM Kermit Prompt)
4. To set the necessary default parameters, type
Kermit-MS>TAKE SET.CAD <CR>
Kermit-MS>SET BAUD 9600 <CR>
5. Place the floppy disk you want the data file
transferred from in drive (A). Specify that
the file be transferred from the floppy disk
drive by typing
Kermit-MS>SET DEFAULT A: <CR>
6. To connect the IBM to the CV system, type
Kermit-MS>¢ONNECT <CR>
7. On the CV system, type
I>KERMIT <CR>
Kermit server(This is CV Kermit Prompt)
8. At this time press the CTRL and L keys
simultaneously to log onto the CV system. Type
your initials at the prompt
TYPE NAME, NUMBER
XXX <CR> (Your initials)
** TASK # INITIATED **
9. At this time return back to Kermit on the IBM
by pressing the CTRL and I key simultaneosly
and then the C key (no carriage return). The
A.2.19
IBM Kermit prompt "Kermit-MS>" will appear.
I0. The command to begin the transfer procedure is
Kermit-MS>$END XXXXXXXX.XXX <CR>
ii. Once the file has been transferred, type
Kermit-MS>CONNECT <CR>
12. This will return the user to the CV Kermit
prompt "Kermit server". To exit Kermit on the
CV system, press the CTRL key and then the
key twice:
Kermit server CTRD CC
13. Once at the CV system level prompt, log out by
typing
1>LOG <CR>
14. Once again return to the IBM Kermit prompt by
typing
CTRL ]C (no carriage return)
15. Exit Kermit on the IBM by typing
Kermit-MS>EXIT <CR>
C:\>
At this point transfer is complete.
The original filename (first level) should not be
more than eight charaters in length and the catalog
level (second level) not more than three characters.
This file must now be renamed on the CV system to a
multilevel structure so that it may be manipulated by
daily save procedures. To rename the file to this
A.2.20
multilevel structure, the COPYTEXT command may be used
at system level as follows:
I>COPYTEXT XXXXXXXX.XXX C.III.XXZ_
Where "III" represents the user's initials.
Once these steps are completed, the user can run
Wing Generator. When the program asks for the data
filename, enter the new CV system name.
A.2.21
Sample Input File to "Design.for" Program
NT= 25
NCP= 22
01 0.00 -I.000 +0.000
02 0.010 -i.000 +0.000
03 0.025 -i.000 +0.000
04 0.050 -i.000 +0.000
05 0.075 -i.000 +0.000
06 0.i0 -I.000 +0.000
07 0.40 -I.000 +0.000
08 0.45 -I.000 +0.012
09 0.50 -0.960 +0.050
i0 0.55 -0.765 +0.ii0
ii 0.60 -0.567 +0.183
12 0.65 -0.408 +0.238
13 0.70 -0.290 +0.270
14 0.75 -0.205 +0.293
15 0.80 -0.137 +0.300
16 0.85 -0.085 +0.285
17 0.90 -0.043 +0.235
18 0.925 -0.027 +0.190
19 0.950 -0.015 +0.142
20 0.975 -0.005 +0.068
21 0.990 -0.001 +0.020
22 1.000 +0.000 +0.000 Sample
_ A.2.22
Output from "Design.for" Program
DESIGN.FOR..M.S.GARELICK..06-09-89


























.500000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.490000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.475000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.450000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.425000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.400000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.i00000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.050000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=
.000000 CPU= -1.193000 CPL=



































































I = 6 XA=
I= 5 XA=









































































I= 2 XA= -.495722 PC= -.009411 PT=
I= 1 XA= -.500000 PC= .000000 PT=
ALFADEG= 2.033764
CAMBERLINESLOPES AND COORDINATES
I=25 XA= .500000 CSLOPE= -.776462 ZC=
I=24 XA= .495722 CSLOPE= -.587146 ZC=
I=23 XA= .482963 CSLOPE= -.395264 ZC=
I=22 XA= .461940 CSLOPE= -.331109 ZC=
I=21 XA= .433013 CSLOPE= -.264196 ZC =
I=20 XA= .396677 CSLOPE= -.223868 ZC=
I=19 XA= .353553 CSLOPE= -.180330 ZC=
I=18 XA= .304381 CSLOPE= -.149182 ZC=
I=17 XA= .250000 CSLOPE= -.113915 ZC=
I=16 XA = .191342 CSLOPE = -.086898 ZC=
I=15 XA= .129410 CSLOPE= -.054005 ZC=
I=14 XA= .065263 CSLOPE= -.030686 ZC =
I=13 XA= .000000 CSLOPE= .014020 ZC=
I=12 XA= -.065263 CSLOPE= .060764 ZC =
I=ll XA= -.129410 CSLOPE= .094334 ZC=
I=10 XA= -.191342 CSLOPE= .130074 ZC =
I= 9 XA= -.250000 CSLOPE= .156723 ZC=
I= 8 XA= -.304381 CSLOPE= .181352 ZC =
I = 7 XA = -.353553 CSLOPE = .199114 ZC=
I= 6 XA= -.396677 CSLOPE = .212741 ZC =
I= 5 XA= -.433013 CSLOPE= .216285 ZC =
I= 4 XA= -.461940 CSLOPE = .212537 ZC =
I= 3 XA= -.482963 CSLOPE = .200456 ZC =
I= 2 XA= -.495722 CSLOPE = .185470 ZC=
I= 1 XA= -.500000 CSLOPE= .178115 ZC=
ALAMBDA= .268364 TAU= .094476
FOURIER COEFFICIENTS
I= 1 AN= .318473D+00 BN= .173889D+00
I= 2 AN=-.920674D-01 BN= .528346D-01
I= 3 AN= .390524D-01 BN=-.255276D-01
I= 4 AN=-.598885D-01 BN=-.269270D-01
I= 5 AN= .342235D-01 BN= .557217D-03
I= 6 AN=-.318984D-OI BN= .840308D-02
I= 7 AN= .208790D-01 BN=-.IIOO97D-02
I= 8 AN=-.238717D-01 BN=-.453781D-02
I= 9 AN= .191965D-01 BN= .I08491D-02
I=10 AN=-.161761D-01 BN= .344226D-02
I=ll AN= .127289D-01 BN=-.183084D-03
I=12 AN=-.128800D-OI BN=-.207360D-02
I=13 AN= .I17038D-01 BN= .285786D-03
I=14 AN=-.964384D-02 BN= .176353D-02
I=15 AN= .723877D-02 BN= .802936D-04
I=16 AN=-.722481D-02 BN=-.II7083D-02
I=17 AN= .701074D-02 BN= .689152D-04
I=18 AN=-.518064D-02 BN= .I12414D-02
I=19 AN= .338631D-02 BN= .977638D-04
I=20 AN=-.321564D-02 BN=-.899677D-03
I=21 AN= .339589D-02 BN=-.958598D-04






























I=24 AN= .142627D-08 BN=-.817194D-03
I=25 AN= .317667D-04 BN=-.307941D-04
THICKNESS SLOPES AND COORDINATES
I=25 XA= .500000 TSLOPE= -.134182 ZT=
I=24 XA= .495722 TSLOPE= -.132822 ZT=
I=23 XA= .482963 TSLOPE= -.128734 ZT =
I=22 XA= .461940 TSLOPE= -.122044 ZT=
I=21 XA = .433013 TSLOPE= -.112648 ZT=
I=20 XA = .396677 TSLOPE= -.100999 ZT=
I=19 XA= .353553 TSLOPE= -.086625 ZT =
I=18 XA= .304381 TSLOPE= -.070540 ZT =
I=17 XA= .250000 TSLOPE= -.051456 ZT =
I=16 XA= .191342 TSLOPE= -.031289 ZT=
I=15 XA= .129410 TSLOPE= -.006589 ZT=
I=14 XA= .065263 TSLOPE= .019587 ZT=
I=13 XA= .000000 TSLOPE= .057739 ZT=
I=12 XA= -.065263 TSLOPE= .089432 ZT=
I=ll XA= -.129410 TSLOPE= .097954 ZT=
I=10 XA= -.191342 TSLOPE= .099756 ZT=
I= 9 XA= -.250000 TSLOPE= .094058 ZT =
I= 8 XA= -.304381 TSLOPE= .085446 ZT =
I= 7 XA= -.353553 TSLOPE= .074532 ZT=
I= 6 XA= -.396677 TSLOPE= .064434 ZT =
I= 5 XA= -.433013 TSLOPE= .056483 ZT =
I= 4 XA= -.461940 TSLOPE= .051379 ZT=
I= 3 XA= -.482963 TSLOPE= .048758 ZT=
I= 2 XA= -.495722 TSLOPE = .047660 ZT=















































































































< # W.l NC: C,ENEF,.'ATOR t. #J
-(#
<# WRI ITEN BY
-,'.# TOM J!.rFRAS g:
•(# NOAH FORBEN
< #












F'RNT PLE_4S;E ENTER THE WING SPAN IN INCHES
F'RNT
READ (WJN{. c;PAN ='.,') B
F'RNT
F'RNT PLEASE ENTER THE LENGTH OF THE ROOT CHORD IN INC:HES
F'RNT
READ (ROOT C:I-_OR£_LENCTH ? ) RC
PRNT
F'RNT F'LE_SE ENTER THE "lIP Ct-IOI:cD LENGTH IN INCHES
PRNT
READ (TIP CHORD LENGTH %' ) TC:
PRNT
F'RNT PLEASE EN]ER THE SWEEP ANC:I_E IN I'_EGREES
PRNT
READ (SWEEP ANCI.E "".")SWEEP
F'RNT
XPIAX = (BIZ) _TAN (SWFEF') +TC
SC:ALE = IC_!B
C:HA VIE SCALE "{S',CAI..E:_:NAMEIOF';NAME ISO;NAME FRONT;NAME RIGHT




NUM'.SEC: = {_NLIMSC: (:]_7)
F'RNT








X (NODE) = &IXT (I_I_))
Y (NOr_IF.)= &IXl" (13:,22)
NODE - (NnDE + I)
UN]IL (NODE .F.-;C_.(MAXCOR + I))
.S:ANS:: "i"
F'RNT AIRFOIL. SECTION (RCOUNT}) HAS BEEN UF'LOABED.
PRNT AT HOW MANY SPAN STATIONS W:{LI_ ({COUNT)) APF'EAR.;'
READ ({ 8:AINS)) ,']$.ANS




.(# GET ALl_ F'AI_'.AMET.E.r,:sHI=FtE
.(#
F'RNT
F'RNT PLEI:;SE" INDiC:ATE ]HE # (41NDEX>) SF'A!g F'Cv.F:ITInNFOR AIRFOIL -[COLIN"
F'RNT
READ (:5;I-'ANPOSIT.ION =? ) Z
F'RNT
PRNT PLEASE ENTER THE TWIST ANC,I_E IN DEC_REES FOR SAME
F'RNT
READ (TW]ST ANCLE =_' )TW_IST
<#REST OF ROU'I]NE TO IN:E:ER!"AIRFOILS GOFF_-;HERE
< #
XLE=Z'WTAN (SWEEP)
XTE= ((XM_iX-'RC) / (B/f/))*Z+RC
C:LEN =XTE-- XI..E
XQLIAR- XL E-_.(. ;"5*CLEN )
NODE : I?I
REPEAT
NODE : (NODE-I. I)
SPO1 = ((!_.(_ _x,]NC) + NODE)
FOX (SPOT) =(X (NODE) * CL.E_4) +XLE
FOY (SPOT) - Y (NODE) * CLEN
TEMF'> = FOX (.f.;F'Ol)
TEMF'Y = FOY (SI-"Ol')
ADf_ = El
IF (TEMF'X .LT, ×OLIAR) AfJD =-18C,_
ARG = (ADD + TWIST -} 61T_N ('I'EMPY / (TEMF'X - XQUAR) ) )
RV-EC = (((TUMF'X-.X_;._UAR).x.(TEMPX-XFJU(4R)) + (TEMPY * TEMPY)) ** @.5
FOX (SF'O'i) : (RVEC: '_ (CO..C;(ARG)) ) "* XQUAR
FOY (SPOT) = (B'.YI-C_ (SIN (ARG)))
UNTIL (NODE .E_2. M;IXCOR)
FOX (SPOT + I) = Z
FOX (SF'OT + 2_) = TWIST
FOX (SPOT + S) = XQUAR
INC: = (INC + I)
INDEX = (INDEX + I)
UNTIL (!NDEX .EQ, (ANS-:'I))
F:OUNT = (COUNT + I)
ORIG!_,_._!.PAISI_ IS
OF POOLR ;OLALII'Y
UNTIL (F:L'dJNT,EQ, (NLIMSEC+ I))
< #
-,'.#
•(# THIS ROUIINE NILL F'RINF THE MASTER ARRAY
<#NO'I[--TfIE 5_TH POSITION IS THE .";PAN (Z) LOCATION
<#NOFE-IHE 51ST POSITI(.3N IS THE AIRFOIL TWIST AT (Z)
<#NOTE-THE 52ND PO..qIIION IS THE QUARTER CHORD POSITION AT (Z)
< #
_' c' "N",.,4.....T =
READ (DO YOU W_NT TO SEE 1HE AIF,.'F;OXLC:00R[IXN{VFES ?) }'::LST








F'01_ -- (POL + J)
F'RN'! -CF'OI_}, _.FOX(POI..) }_ -_FOY(POI_) }













NLIt" : NUM + 11
XEFOX (NUM) }Y-( FOY (NI.IM) ]ZCFOX (ZNLIM) ] ._4#
LINTIL (NUM .C,1. CHECK)
.( C:R>
1"4LIt'i = NLIM + 51
C:HEC:K = C:HECK + !_.C,!
ZNLIPi = ZNUM +l_)b
UNTIL (ZNLIM ,GI, (INF:-x _lC_))
DYN VIEW SF'EED 5: <VAR>
:'::AXE = "N"
READ (DO YOU WAN'[ TO SEE THE POINTS PLOTTED ?) &AXE





ROLIfINE TO PL.OT B.'.';PI_]NES OF AIRFOILS iN MASTER ARRAY
REPEAT
INS GPOI:X'IFOX (NOAH -_ (TOM_I_C4))}YKFOY(NOAH + (TOM*I#J())) }
ZYFOX(IFJM*I_)_ -_ 5_) }
NOAH = NOAH 4- 5
UNT.IL (NOAH .(._T, MAXCOR)
ORIGINAL PAGE
/_1_ PI'_I'_I_ _IIAI
TOM " TOM + 1
UNTIL (TOM ,EQ, INC)
<#
., #







INS BE;F'I.. TAG I.E£1(I,E: <#
REPEAT
X{FOX(NUM))Y{FOY(NLIM)]Z-IFOX<NUM + 49)],<#
NUM = NUM * 1.(J_,."_
UNTIL (NLIM .(;T, CHECI<)
< C:R>
INS LAB "I_EADINC; EI]GE":NEAR <VAR>
< #
< #





INS BSF'I. TAG TED(;!.-': <#
REPEAT
X{FOX(NUM)}Y_FOY(NUM))Z._FOX(NUM + 25))_<#
NUM :- NUM + _ii_
UNTIL (NUM ,C;T. C:I-IECI-:_)
<C:R ::_
INS LAB "]RAll..I'N(; F.O(;F":NEAIF,.' <VAR>
., #
< #





C:HECK = TNC-_ 1_li_i
INC',BSPL TAC; OLIARC:H: <#
REPEAT
X{FFiX (NUM) ]Y_"-{FFIX (NI.IM"2)) :<#
NLIM = NUM + i_i.I
LINTIL (NUM .Of, CHECK)
•( C:R>
I N'.-; LAB "QUARTER C:HORI]" : NE:AF,'. "VAF,.'>
ZOOM BF,'A W].N:<VAR',
SEL LAY 4
iNS BSF'L TAC_ HI:NEAR-(VAR>
INS LAB "LIF'F-'ER£;OLINLIARY":NEAR .(VAR>
SEL LAY 5
INS BSF'I_ TAG LOW:NEAR .(VAR>
ORIG!NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY




<# THIS ROUIINE WILL BETAIL THE BRAW]N(I;S
< #
< #
ERASE ENT :VIE N/-IME TOP TAG HI LOW
ERA.SE ENT :V.IE NAME lqO TAC; F{I LOW QUAF_CH
ERASE EN7 :V]E NAME RI(;H'[ TAG QUARCH
ECHO TAG OFF
SEL MOB DRA
READ (F'LEASF ENTER THE BATE ?)(,:DATE
INS NTEXT .... WING SECTION"TI-IJ (c. 1'4PF"{SCALE}"I"{,_;DATE}"I"":<VAR>




F:FIEC:K = INC: _ I_I
Ir'JSF'O!: <#
REF'EAT
X J,FOX(NLIM)_ Y_] Z._FOX(NLIM--2))._ <#
NI.IM = NI..IM+ l_?:_i
LINTIL (NLIM ,G'I, (:HEC:I<)
< CR >
ZOO DRA WIN: <VAR>
ROT ENT COF'Y AX2'7_;:<VAR>
ZOO DRA ALL
EC:H LAY 6
ERASE ENT: ["WIN <VAR>
ECH LAY ALL
:_:SLIRF = "N"
READ (DO YOU WANT TO SURFACE THE _I._N(;?) _SUR_"
IF (_.:SURF .I'E_J. "N") END
•( #
•( #
•(# ROUTINE ]O SURFACE WIN{; BE{;.INS HERE
< #
•( #








GEN SPOLE: X.fFOX(POLF)]Y<FOY(F'OI..F))Z.¢FOX(NUM) }, <#
X-I FOX (F'OI_E._ !0#1) }Y-( FOY (F'OI_E+ .1_(,:l) }Z-( FOX (NUM+ 1.k'll_) }
<CR'_
POI..E = POLE + I
UNTIL (POI_E ,ErJ., TOTAL)
F'OLE = POLE + 52
NUM = NUM + I0_;
TOTAL = TOTAL +l_.li_J
IF (NUM+].@¢, .I.-T. CHE-h',_ £;OTO SLtRF





F',TH,..I.F,,MQP! IS THE HAR.[_FII..E
#E!3#RL!N NEM P,NPF.WIND
F'LEASF FNIER IHE W!NO SPAN IN INCHES
WING SPAN =? I2"@IZi
PLEASE FNTER THE I_ENCT!I ElF THE ROOT C:HOKZ_ iN INCHES
ROOT C:HOF,']]I.ENC4TH ? Z4@
F'L.EASE FNTE.I',ITHE T!F' CHORh I_ENC,TH. IN INCNEE;
TZF' C:!4ORilI.EN_/4TH ? 12!?)
PLEASE ENTEi<I THE SWE:EF' ANC;I.E IN DI.:.Cq;_EES
::;WEEP ANC,LE :? -3@
WHAT IS TI4E AIRFOIL SECI.I.ON FIt.ENAME (DEFAULT = (P.THJ,FOIL)
F', TH,..I. FSWE F'T
THERE ARE: 5 A.I. RFO.ILS CON'fAINEB IN TI4E FILE,
AIRFOIL SECTION (1) HS::'; BEEN UPI..OADED,
AT HOW MANY SF'AN S]'ATIONS WiLL (1) APPEAR?
{_,:ANS}I
PLEASE INZIIC:AIE THE .# (I) SPAN I:'OS.I.TI(ON FOR AIRFOIL I
SF'AN F'OSITION =? @
PLEASE ENTER THE TWISI _4NCq..E IN BE(;REES FOP SAME
TWIST ANGLE =," -5
_IRFOIL SEC:T!ON (2) HrQS BEEN UPI_OAL)EI'_,
AT HOW MANY SPAN STA't'IONS WILL (2) APPEAR?
•{ &AN.'..]}I
PLEASE INDICiA]E THE # (I) SF'AN F'OS.ITION FOR AIRFOIL Z
SPAN POS.ITION =?' 15_J
PLEASE ENTER THE TWIST ANGLE IN DEGREES FOR SAME
TWIST ANCI_E "? -2,5
AIRFOIL SEr:_ION (.'3) HA.¢.; t::EEN LIF'I_OAIET_.
AT HOW MANY SI-'AN S]'ATIONS WILl_ (3) AF'F'EAR?
<_::AN:!!;} 1
PLEASE INBICATE THE # (I) SF'AN F'OSiIION FOR AIRFOIL 3
xF'AN F'OE;ITION =? ?..OIZl
PLEASE FN]ER THE TWIST ANGLE IN DE(;I:(EE.SFOR SAME
TWIST ANE,I_E =!' li_
AIRFOIL SFCTION (4) HAS BEEN LIF'I_OAhED.
AT HOW MANY _;I_'ANSTATIONS W_ILL (4) AF'F'EAR?
{_.:AN:!!:>I
PLEASE IND!CAIE THE # (I) SPAN POSITION FOR AIRFOIL 4
SF'AN F'OS]TION =? 45_!_
PLEASE ENTER THE TWIST ANGLE IN BF(;!.:EES FOR SAME
TWIST ANGLE =? 2.5
AIRFOIL SE.C'_.ION (5) HAS BEEN UF'LOABEEI.
AT HOW MANY SF'AN STA]ION_..; WILl (5) AF'F'EART'
< (.:ANS} 1
PLEASE INE_.TCATE TIdE # (i) SPAN POSITION FOR AIRFOIL 5
SF'AN F'OS]TION =? ./-.!_i!._
PLEASE ENIER THE TWIST ANGLE IN BEC;F,'EES FOR SAME
TWIST ANGLE ='.,' 5
DO YOU WANT TO SEE IHE AIRFOIl_ COORDINAIES (N)
DO YOU WAN[ TO SEE If-IF POINTS PI..OI"IEB (N)
PLEASE ENIER THE DATE ()
1!I.._19(4
DO YOU WANI TO SLIRFACE 1HE WIN(.: (N)
#_x-:#<VAF,'>BYNami,- VIE_.,.s SPEED 5: _.sie_,.J d ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
# i_.'::#< VAR >




#_3#]NS LAB "UPPER BOUND_:_R¥": BR_::W/MODEL ent NEat- <VAR>d DRAW Ioc d
#_._X_.:#SEL LAY 5
#1Zk2:#_NS B£F'I TAG = LOW: MODEL ]oc NEar <VAi_:>ddddd
#_I3#_NS LAB "LOWER I_',OLiNrtAF_Y":DRAW/MODEL ent NEar <VAR>d DRAW loc c
#_:'::#ZOOm DRA ALL
#¢_:.::#ERAse ENI : MODEL ent Vie NAME lOP TAm I-]._LOW
#£'J::.:#ERAseENT : MODEL ent Vie NAPIE ISO TA._ HI LOW QUARCH






Selected mode is MODEL.
#_£_::#_-;ELAY 6
#_i:-:#
#_.k':#ZO0 DRA WIN: DRAW l,.-,c <VAR>=\ BR_.',WIo,:: DRAW loc dd DRAW loc
#_3#ROT ENi COPY AX_7_: MOI_EI_ _nt <VAR::.'d
MODEL l,.',c 0 POi d.: MODEL loc ;#_13#<VAR:_=####ROT ENT COPY AX27_.I:
#####_3#<VAR::.'RO'I ENT COPY AX27_:_: MODEL ent d
MOEIEL l,:,c 0 F'Oi d: MOF_E[. ent d
MODEL 1,.',c 0 POi d: MF,!)EL ent d
MODE[. lo,.- 0 F'Oi d: MODEL ent d
_iOBEL ioc 0 POi d
# _,:'-:# < VAR >
#i._;.3#ZO0DRA ALL
#.63#ECH LAY 6
##_3#ERAse ENT: MOBFL ,zr,t
#_I3#EE:H LAY ALL





















Weight Estimation Computer Code
The computer code asks the user to input several
pieces of data before the weight iteration begins.
i. Lift coefficient: The value of C. asked for here
is the level f_ight C L at
design altitude.
2. Mach Number Range: This input is the values of the
lower and upper mach number
range as well as the step
interval.
3. Payload weight: The weight of payload to be
carried in pounds.
4. Thickness ratio: The maximum thickness to chord
ratio entered as a decimal
value.
5. Sweep angle: The wing quarter chord sweep in
radians.
6. Limit load factor: The value where yielding will
occur.
7. Aspect ratio: Value for main wing. Wing
weight estimates may be low for
high aspect ratios.
8. No. of propellers: Total number of propellers.
9. Number of blades: Number of blades for each
propeller.
I0. Propeller diameter: Maximum propeller diameter in
feet.
After this data is entered, the program sets values
for constants at the design altitude. These initial
values are given in Figure A.3.1. The program will then
iterate the component weights over the range of Mach
numbers specified. A flowchart of the iteration method
is given in Figure A.3.2.
The iteration method is based on a graph of
calculated gross weight (WG) versus an initial weight
A.3.2
guess (WI) as shown in Figure A.3.3. The 45 ° line
starting at the origin is the line where the initial
guess equals the iterated weight. At low initial
weights, the calculated weight will be greater. As the
initial guesses increase, the calculated weight
decreases and the line traced out will cross the line
where the initial and calculated weights are equal.
This is the point where the weights have converged. The
program will increment initial weights (DW) until this
crossover occurs. At this point the initial weight will
be reset to the last value (LW) where the calculated
weight is greater than the initial weight, the
increment will be reduced and the procedure will begin
again until the calculated value is within five pounds
of the initial value.
The iterations begin with an initial weight guess
of i000 pounds, which is the payload weight. The lift
to drag ratio for the initial sizing is calculated
first. This calculation is accomplished as follows. The
total drag is the sum of pressure and skin friction
drags on the wing, tail and fuselage plus the induced
drag on the wing.
where:
C = C + K'C 2 + K''C 2
D DO L L
K' = 1 / ( Ir * e * AR )
K'' = Average value of NACA 2412
obtained from Reference 1
(A.3.1)
- A.3.3
The skin friction drags, C , on the wing, tail and
!
fuselage are determined based on flat plate, turbulent
flow, and are referenced to the wing area by the
following formula:
C, = [.074 / NR,"_] Swet/Sref (A.3.2)
The total skin friction drag is then multiplied by
1.25 to account for pressure drag and mutual
interference as suggested on p. 2-14 of Reference 24.
The sum of the skin friction drags is the drag
coefficient at zero lift, CD0. The induced drag is
determined using a span efficiency factor, e, of .85,
and viscous drag is calculated based on an estimate from
p. 479 of Reference i. All three are summed to obtain
the total drag coefficient, C .
D
The power required is calculated based on the
current weight estimate. This value is simply the
velocity times the drag force. The power required
is multiplied by a factor of 1.22 to account for
equipment efficiency, motor (97%), DC conversion
(98%), propeller (85%) and 10% extra power used for
climbing.
PR = 1.22(Wl/LD)(V)
All of the component weights are now evaluated
and the size of the external rectenna, if required, is
A.3.4
kdetermined. The rectenna sizing is determined by the
following methodology. The total rectenna area required
to absorb the necessary power is calculated as:
AN = PR / .0872 (A.3.4)
where: AN - Total Rectenna Area (ft 2)
PR - Power Required (horsepower)
.0872 - Power Density (hp/ft') from
Reference 6
If this area is less than or equal to the wing area
then no external rectenna is needed. The weight of the
rectenna on the bottom of the wing surface is estimated
as .076 pounds per square foot also suggested by W.
Brown in Reference 6. This weight includes the weight
of the thin film covering and the reflecting plane of
the rectenna. If the required rectenna area is larger
than the wing area, the difference is the external
rectenna area. The external rectenna is assumed to be a
flat disk. The diameter is determined and the power
required is re-calculated to include the drag of the
external rectenna.
When convergence is reached, the program will
output data to the monitor, printer and the specified
data file. The output to the monitor and printer are
broken down into component weights, span, lift-to-drag
ratio, power available, wing area, wing loading and
ultimate load factor. The output to the data file is in
A.3.5
ASCII format. The data file is opened as an append file
so that each time the same filename is used the new data
will be appended to the original file. This output
includes the Mach number, lift coefficient, gross
weight, wing area, external rectenna area, lift to drag


























Weight Estimation Program for HALE Aircraft
Written By: Scott B. Sandler
Date: Revised November 18, 1989 V2.1
List of Variables and Constants
CL - Coefficient of Lift
M - Mach Number
LD - Lift to Drag Ratio
AR - Aspect Ratio
TC - Thickness Ratio
SW - Sweep Angle (tad)
WP - Payload Weight (Ibs)
CD - Drag Coefficient
NRE - Reynolds Number
S - Wing Area (ft2)
MU - Viscosity
B - Span (ft)
CBAR - Mean Cord (ft)
N - Load Factor
CO - Drag at Zero Lift
NP - Number of Propellers
WA - Wgt/Thin Film on Wing (ibs) AN - Total Rectenna Area (ft2)
AX - Area External Rectenna (ft2) WX - Wgt External Rectenna (ibs)
DR - Diameter/External Rectenna CR - Skin Friction Ext. Rectenna
CW - Skin Friction on Wing CU - Skin Friction of Fuselage
F$ - Output Filename OPT - Optimum L/D ratio
SV - Vertical Tail Area SH - Horizontal Tail Area
BV - Vertical Tail Span BH - Horizontal Tail Span
CH - Skin Friction on HT CV - Skin Friction on VT
F - Iteration Flag
240 REM *** define constants ***
250 REM
260 CLS
270 RO = 3.211E-05
280 MU = 3.15E-07
290 SS = 1003.2
300 E = .85
310 GW = 35
320 AU = 500
330 LA = .9
340 KV = .007
350 ARH = 5.2
360 ARV = 1.33
365 ARC = 4.7
370 F = 1
380 L = 70 : D = 4
:REM denisty at altitude (ib/ft3)
:REM Viscosity
:REM local sonic speed (ft/s)
:REM Efficiency Factor
:REM Gust Velocity (ft/s)
:REM Uninstalled Avionics Weight (ibs)
:REM taper ratio
:REM Viscous Drag Coefficient estimated from a
NACA 2214 airfoil
:REM Horizontal Tail Aspect Ratio
:REM Vertical Tail Aspect Ratio
:REM Set Flag to 1
:REM Length and Diameter of fuselage (ft)
390 INPUT "Output Data File Name [drive]:[path\filename]";F$
400 OPEN F$ FOR APPEND AS 1 LEN=2000
410 REM
420 REM *** data entry ***
430 REM
440 INPUT "CI";CL
450 INPUT "Lower, Upper Mach Number and Increment (ML,MU,I)";MI,M2,I
460 INPUT "Payload Weight (Ibs)";WP
470 INPUT "Thickness Ratio";TC
480 INPUT "Sweep Angle (radians)";SW
490 INPUT "Limit Load Factor";N
500 INPUT "Aspect Ratio";AR
520 INPUT "Number of Propellers";NP
530 INPUT "Number of Blades per Propeller";NB
540 INPUT "Diameter of Propeller";DP
550 DW = WP : WG=WP : WI = WP : REM weight increment
555 CLS
560 REM
570 REM *** begin iteration ***
580 REM
585 PRINT"Iterating MachNumber:"590 FORM= M1TOM2STEPI
596 LOCATE1,25 : PRINTM;" "
600 WS= .5*RO*SS_2*M'2*CL: REMwing loading
610 GOSUBii00 : REMCalculate Weight
620 IF WG > 50000_ THEN 760 : REM diverged
630 IF ABS(WI-WG) < 5 THEN 750 : REM check for convergence
640 DELTA = SGN (WI - WG)
650 IF F = I THEN ODELTA = DELTA
660 IF DELTA = ODELTA THEN LW=WI ELSE 710
670 F = 2
680 WI = WI ÷ DW
690 ODELTA = DELTA
700 GOTO 600
710 DW = DW/2 : F = 1
720 WI = LW
730 DELTA = ODELTA
740 GOTO 600
750 GOSUB 810
760 WI = WP : DW = WP : F=I : NEXT M




810 REM *** print routine ***
820 REM
830 PRINT#1,M;CL;WG;S;AX;LD;OPT : REM Output to data file
840 LPRINT "Component Weights at Mach Number";M;"and CI=";CL;"T/C";TC;"AR=";AR
850 LPRINT
860 LPRINT "Wing Weight: ";WW
870 LPRINT "Weight Thin Film: ";WA
880 LPRINT "Weight Ext Rectenna: ";WX
890 LPRINT "Horizontal Tail Weight: ";WT
900 LPRINT "Vertical Tail Weight: ";WV
910 LPRINT "Controls Weight: ";WC
920 LPRINT "Fuselage Weight: ";WF
930 LPRINT "Landing Gear Weight: ";WL
940 LPRINT "Hydraulic System Weight: ";WH
950 LPRINT "Electrical System Weight: ";WE
960 LPRINT "Motor Weight(Inst & Ind.) ";WM
970 LPRINT"Gearbox Weight :";WTR
980 LPRINT "Propeller Weight: ";WB
990 LPRINT "Payload Weight: ";WP
i000 LPRINT "Gross Weight: ";WG
i010 LPRINT "Initial Guess: ";WI
1020 LPRINT "Wing Area: ";S; "sg. ft."
1030 LPRINT "External Rectenna Area:" ;AX;"sq. ft."
1040 LPRINT "Wing Loading:";WS
1050 LPRINT "L/D optimum";OPT
1060 LPRINT "L/D Ratio:";LD




lifo REM *** weight calculations ***
1120 REM
1130 DR = 0
1140 GOSUB 1470 : REM calculated lift to drag ratio
1150 K1 = (WI * N * 1.5) / (i0_5)
ll60 WZ = ((KI_.65) * ((AR/COS(SW))A.57) * (S/lO0)^.61)
1180WW= .75 * (96.948 * (WZ* (((l+LA)/(2*TC))A.36)*I.224744)^.993)
1190WT= .75 * ( 127*((KI^.87)*((.01*SH)'I.2)*I.3976*((ARH/(12*TC))^.5))_.458 )
1200WV= .75 * (98.5*((KI_.87)*((.Ol*SV)_I.2)*((ARV/(12*TC))*.5)))
1210WC= 1.08"((WI)^.7)
1220WF= .75* ( 200 * (((KI)_.286)*((L/IO)^.857)*((2*D)/IO)*I.36302)^I.I)
1230WL= .03 * WI
1240WH= .0005"(WI^1.28) : REMhydraulic systemweight
1250WO= 2.117.(AU^.933)
1260WE= 426.((WO/I000)_.51)
1270PG= 1.22 * (WI/LD)*SS*M/550: REMInitial PowerGuess
1280 WB = (31.92*NP*(NB^.391))*((DP*PG*.O01)_.782) : REM prop weight
1290 AN = PG/.0872 : REM .0872 hp/ft2
1300 AX = AN - (WI/WS) : REM cover wing and horizontal tail
1310 IF AX <= 0 THEN 1360
1320 WX = AX * .2044 : REM .2044 ib/ft2 (film + structure)
1330 WA = (WI/WS) * .076 : REM weight of thin film and reflecting plane
on entire wing
1340 DR = (4.AX/3.14159)_.5
1350 GOTO 1380
1360 WA = AN * .076 : REM weight of thin film and reflecting plane on
portion of wing needed
1370 WX = 0
1380 WM = (2.575*(PG/NP)^.922)*NP
1390 WTR = .25 * PG
1400 GOSUB 1470
1410 PR = 1.22. (WI/LD) * SS * M / 550
1420 IF ABS (PG-PR) > i THEN 1270 : REM check for power required convergence
1440 WG = W_Z + WW + WT + WF +WE + WH +WP +WX +WA +WC+WL +WB + WTR +WM
1450 RETURN
1460 REM
1470 REM *** calc lift to drag ratio ***
1480 REM
1490 S = WI / WS
1500 SV = .I*S : SH = .2"S
1590 B = SQR( AR * S ) : REM Span of Main Wing
1600 CBAR = S / B
1610 NRE = (RO*SS*M*CBAR) / MU
1620 CF=.074/((NRE)_.2)
1630 CW = CF * 2
1640 BH = SQR ( AP_H * SH ) : REM Span of Horizontal Tail
1650 BY = SQR ( ARV * SV ) : REM Span of Vertical Tail
1660 NRE = (RO*SS*M*(SH/BH)) / MTj
1670 CF = .074 / (NRE_.2)
1680 CH = CF * ( 2*SH ) / S
1690 NRE = (RO*SS*M*L) / MU
1700 CF=.Q74/((NRE)A.2)
1710 CU = CF * (L*3.14159*D)/S
1720 NRE = (RO*SS*M*(SV/BV)) / MU
1730 CF = .074 / (NRE^.2)
1740 CV = CF * ( 2*SV ) / S
1750 CR = 0
1760 IF DR = 0 THEN 1800
1770 NRE z (RO * SS * M * DR ) / MU
1780 CF = .074 / ((NRE*.2))
1790 CR = CF * (2*AX /S)
1800 CO _ 1.25 * (CU + CW ÷ CR + CH + CV)
1810 CD = CO + ((CL'2) / (3.14159 * AR * E )) + KV*CL^2
1840 RETURN ....... _ _ _ WV*CL_2)
1850 END
Figure A.3.1








: 3.211(i0_-) ib/ft 3




Viscous drag coefficient : .007
Fuselage length : 28 ft
Fuselage diameter : 4 ft
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The wing-body drag polar is determined from the
methodology in Reference 24. A brief overview is given
here.
where:





- zero lift drag coefficient for wing-
body (determined from C L vs. a curve
- viscous drag factor
- inviscid drag factor
- lift coefficient at minimum drag
may be approximated by lift
coefficient at zero angle of attack
The zero lift drag coefficient term is comprised of the
zero lift drag on the wing and of the fuselage. They
are evaluated as follows:
4








turbulent flat plate skin friction
maximum thickness location factor
maximum wing thickness
lifting surface correlation factor
wetted wing area
reference area (wing planform)
Similarly, the drag on the body is:
CDO_> = Cf[l+60/(IB/d)3+.0025(iB/d)] Ss/S B
where:
1B - length of the body
d diameter of body
S s - wetted area of body




The value for the inviscid drag factor was






e = e'[l-(d/b) 2] (A.4.5)
d/b - body diameter to span ratio
e' - Weissinger wing planform efficiency factor
The value of K'' was determined from Reference 30.
After evaluation, the final equation for the wing-
body drag polar reduces to :





To begin the analysis, simple wing models
consisting mainly of the wing box were used. The wing
had a chord (c) of ten feet, a span (b) of 250 feet and
an aspect ratio (AR) of twenty-five. To minimize the
size of the computational model, only one - half of the
wing was modelled due to symmetry. Translations in the
X, Y, and Z directions were restrained at the aircraft
centerline. Aerodynamic forces were represented by an
elliptic load distribution of 5,000 pounds on each wing
panel. The wing was constructed out of graphite - epoxy
with a modulus of elasticity of 20 X 106 psi, a
Poisson's ratio of 0.28 and a density of 2.91 slugs/ft 3.
After running this ANSYS model a maximum deflection
of 2.9 feet, an average maximum shear stress of 0.271 ksi
and an average equivalent stress of 114.6 ksi were
obtained. The ultimate stress for graphite - epoxy is
69.9 ksi. The vertical reaction forces, 4,690 pounds,
differ from the wing loading, 5,000 pounds, by only six
percent. This difference in loading is due to the fact
that the pressure was placed perpendicularly to the
surface of the upper panel, which is inclined relative
to the wing refrence panel, hence the vertical force
component differs by the cosine of the angle.
These results indicate that the wing will fail due
to the high equivalent stresses. Furthermore, the weight
A.5.2
of each wing panel is 5,308.7 pounds, which exceeds the
wing weight allowance of 2700 Ibs.
Next, it was necessary to expand the structural
model to include both leading and trailing edges,
thereby making the model more realistic. Second, the
thickness of the wing material was decreased in order to
reduce to overall weight of the wing. The thickness of
the first four sections out from the centerline was 0.i
inches, of the middle four sections 0.01 inches, and of
the last four sections 0.0025 inches. The same material
properties were used in each section.
The large decrease in material thickness, with a
commensurately large decrease in cross sectional area,
resulted in a dramatic increase in stresses every fourth
section. For this configuration the stresses obtained
were 11.8 ksi for the average maximum shear stress and
206.25 ksi for the average maximum equivalent stress, as
shown in Figures A.5.1 - A.5.5.
The stresses proved to be three times as much as
the ultimate stress, 69.9 ksi. Also, the minimum
thickness of graphite - epoxy is approximately 0.03
inches as stated in Reference 28.
To alleviate the above conditions the panel
thickness was reduced gradually, which yielded a
gradual change in the stress distribution. Second, to
reduce the maximum stresses flanges were added to the
wing spars, and not just webs as previously shown.
A.5.3
Finally, in order to have a more realistic model, a more
accurate elliptical loading distribution which correctly
represents the equivalent bending moment, was input.
This will result in the correct I beam thicknesses and
cross sectional areas.
The equation of the spanwise elliptical loading is
W(y)= Wo(l-(y/(b/2))2)) ½,
where Wo is the maximum load (found at the centerline),
b is the span of the wing, y is the distance along the
span and W(y) is the load in Ibs/ft found at varying
points along the wing.
The bending moment is found by integrating the
above equation twice. To accomplish this task a program
was written to perform the integration, as shown at the
end of this Appendix. To test the accuracy of the
program the equation of elliptical loading was changed
to an equation of uniform load and then later to an
equation of load concentrated at one point. All three




After completion of this preliminary model and
analysis, new wing geometry and weight was provided by
the aerodynamics group. The aspect ratio (AR) was 15,
the thickness to chord ratio was 0.12 and the total wing
weight was 2704.644 pounds.
Given the total wing area to be 3633.8 square feet
and the minimum thickness of graphite - epoxy to be
0.035 inches, the skin weight would be 2270 pounds.
The skin weight left an unreasonably low weight of 434
pounds available for use in interior structural support.
Due to this high weight, it became necessary to
turn to another material to construct the skin. Aluminum
was chosen because it is possible to reduce the material
thickness to 0.01 inches. But with aluminum the density
rises to 5.42 slugs/ft 3 yielding a skin weight of 1059
pounds. This left 1645.6 pounds to be used for the
interior structural support. Next, it was necessary to
determine the respective sizes of the two I beams in the
wing. The forward wing spar was sized using 67 percent
of the load, and the rear spar was size using 33
percent, as shown in Figures A.5.15 - A.5.20. For this
initial analysis it was determined that the plane would
be designed for an ultimate load factor of three, which
later proved to be much lower than required.
Given the weight of the plane, from the
A.5.5
aerodynamics group, to be 6718 pounds and a load factor
of n = 3, the load the wings were designed to
ult
withstand was 20,154 pounds.
To get the maximum Wo one can use the relationship
L = (,*Wo*(b/2))/2.
Solving for Wo yields,
Wo = (L*4)/(,*b)
where L is the load of 20,154 ibs and b is the span of
233 ft. Hence, the final result is a Wo of 110.13 ib/ft.
As stated previously the front wing spar carries 67
percent of the load and the rear wing spar carries 33
percent of the load. Hence, one gets a Wo of 6.15
(f font )
ib/in and a Wo of 3.03 ib/in.
(relr)
By using the same integration program to integrate
the elliptic load function,
W(y) = Wo(1-(Yl(bl2))2) %,
one gets the moments on the front and rear wing spars.
Additionally, from a Lotus 1-2-3 output one gets the
average moment every 11.5 feet (in other words every
span section).
To find the thickness of the front wing spar one
A.5.6
can use the following equation,
Smin = (M)max/(O)al I
In the above equation Smin is the minimum section
modulus, (M)max is the maximum moment and (O)al I is the
allowable tensile stress. Knowing that S=I/c, where c is
the maximum distance from the neutral axis, and assuming
h = b = 0.12*(chord) one can obtain the equation for the
moment of inertia,
Ixx = (b,h_/12) - (2,bl,h13/12)
The same procedure is used to find the thickness of the
rear I beam. The results are given in Figures A.5.21 &
A.5.22.
Nonlinear deflections
Using Euler - Bernoulli analysis from ANSYS one
gets a vertical deflection of 198 inches. Now using
Figure 2 on page 1053 of Reference 17 a deflection to
length ratio d/l can be calculated in order to compare
the results to a nonlinear deflection. Hence, one gets
d/l equal to 0.14, K equal to 1.44 and t equal to 0.i
inches. Here K is equivalent to
A.5.7
From the graph on page 1053 the Euler - Bernoulli
theory shows a close relation to the Rhode's method in
this case. However, one should note that equation
(A.5.1) is valid for a uniform load distribution and not
for an elliptical distribution, hence the validity of
its use in this case is uncertain. Also, one should
note that the Rhode's method of solving nonlinear
deflections was the only one practical.
A.5.8
Preliminary Loads Analysis:
The first step in finding the correct load
distribution along the wing is to find the proper
airfoil section lift coefficients along the span of the
wing. Given that the lift over the wing is elliptical,
one can use the equation W_y) = Wo(l-y/_b/2)2)) ½
Also given that W(y) = CL*O.5*den*V*V*C(y)*y, one can
equate the above equations to solve for CI. The
following conditions were used, a Wo of 110.14 ib/ft, a
semi-span of 115 ft, a density of 3.211E-5 slugs/ft 3, a
velocity of 603.2 ft/s, a mean chord c(y) of 15 ft and a





As one moves out from the root to the tip of the
wing the lift coefficient varies with Wo, and Wo varies
elliptically.
After finding Cl along I0 evenly spaced positions
along the span the lift coefficients were given to the
aerodynamics group. The aerodynamics group then
calculated the corresponding pressure coefficients Cp
chordwise along each of the Cl's given.
A.5.9
However, this analysis (load = 3W) led to a Cl of
1.8 (the aerodynamic group's CL = 0.6 for L=W). Knowing
that the plane would stall at about a CL of 1.0 the
situation had to be reevaluated. It was decided to solve
for chordwise pressure coefficients across the span.
Hence, one had to assume that the maximum CL encountered
during gust conditions would be a CL = 1.0. But this
would give a different velocity than that used by the
aerodynamics group (M=0.44). Hence, to get the correct
wing loading of 20154 Ibs a new velocity was required,
which turned out to be 603.2 ft/s. Knowing the velocity
one can then calculate q (dynamic pressure) and Cl along
the span to determine the pressures on the wing. The
corresponding results are given in Figure A.5.24.
Using the average panel pressures the results were
entered into the ANSYS model with a gravity load, the
results were as follows: vertical deflection of 14 feet,
maximum equivalent stress of 30 ksi and maximum shear of
733 psi. One analysis which has yet to be considered is
the effects due to torsion. Since ANSYS has no direct
commands to check for torsion it was determined if the
torsion in wing was too high by performing a twist
analysis.
Another note of interest is that the deflection in
the chordwise direction was 7.33 inches, which is
believed to be too high for such a model. This
deflection could be due to the low stiffening in the
A.5.10
model. One way to compensate for the lack of stiffening
in the chordwise direction was to replace the bar
elements along the leading and trailing edges with beam
element, since beam elements can better represent the
stiffening components along the desired directions. The
beams along the leading and trailing edges were made
bigger (using the average real constants from the front
and rear I beams respectively), which increased the
weight to 2319 Ibs.
The bar and beam elements along the leading and
trailing edges were checked for twist. The desired
angle of twist was plotted versus the semi-span of the
wing. In order to determine the angle one must take the
arcsine of the change in chordwise direction divided it
by the chord. Hence one gets
Sin(x) = del¥/chord (A.5.3)
where delY is the change in displacement from the
trailing to leading edge.
One can readily see from Figures A.5.25 & A.5.26
that the angle of twist reaches a maximum of 0.17
degrees. This means that the wing is experiencing very




Since the first model seemed to lack sufficient
stiffness a second model was developed. The geometry
will be maintained from the previous model but with an
additional I beam placed in the middle of the wing.
Again, the I beams will vary in thickness as shown in
Figures 6.1.13 - 6.1.16. The old I beams (wing spars)
had unrealistic dimensions for their flanges, which were
21.6 and 14.4 inches wide. The flanges were redesigned
and reduced to a width of 4.32 inches in the front, 3.74
inches at the middle, and 3.17 inches in the rear, but
the cross sectional area was kept constant, as shown in
figure A.5.27. There will also be twice as many span
stations, 5.75 feet apart. Finally, updated pressure
distributions supplied by the aerodynamics group have




From the aerodynamics group's analysis of the
chordwise pressure distribution one can establish a
better chord and spanwise pressure distribution per
panel on the new wing (160 surface panels).
The chordwise pressure coefficient distribution for
a CL of 0.743913 was provided by the aerodynamics group.
The wing structural model had four chordwise panels, so
the pressure distribution was approximated as shown in
Figure 6.1.2.
To determine if these are the correct pressures one
can compare the calculated to the expected force and see
how they relate. The comparison between the expected
and calculated results are shown in Figure A.5.28.
A.5.13
Second Model
As mentioned in Reference 28, graphite - epoxy will
not bond directly to aluminum. Graphite - epoxy will
need an E glass filling between all joints where it is
connected to aluminum. This will raise the weight of
the wings significantly beyond the designated 2700 ibs.
The wing weight of the new model with aluminum skin
and no E glass filling is 2800 Ibs. The weight is
already i00 ibs over the designated allowance without
the weight of the E glass taken into account.
Further investigation on graphite - epoxy wing
construction indicated that building a wing skin of 0.01
inches is possible. Graphite - epoxy can be manufactured
to about 0.02 inches, so, as stated in Reference 26, it
might be possible to produce graphite - epoxy to 0.01
inches in the near future. Hence, with this
consideration in mind and the fact that this is still a
first weight estimation, the skin was changed from




With gravity alone, one gets the following results:
a maximum vertical deflection of -1.45 feet, an average
maximum equivalent stress of 5183 psi and a maximum
horizontal displacement of -0.81 inches, as shown in
Figures A.5.29 - A.5.34.
Pressure Loading Analysis
With just a pressure loading, the average maximum
shear stress is -2.0 ksi, the average maximum
equivalent stress is 39.7 ksi, the maximum vertical
displacement is 10.9 feet, and the maximum horizontal
(x) displacement is 6 inches, as shown in Figures A.5.35
- A.5.44. Comparing the results to those taken on the
model which had only I0 span stations, larger flanges in
the I beams and no middle I beam, the results were as
expected. Since there was more interior stiffening in
the model, the deflections were reduced from 16.5 to
10.9 feet (vertical direction) and from 7.33 to 6 inches
(horizontal direction). The shear stresses were reduced
from 2184 to 2005 psi. However, the average maximum
equivalent stress increased from 33,153 to 42,138 psi.
This increase is attributed to the width reduction of
the I beam flanges from 21.6 to 4.32 inches. But, since
graphite - epoxy's ultimate principle stress is 69.9
A.5.15 _
ksi, the wing is still acceptable.
A.5.16
,.... i i!i
L REM Program #I
2 REM _his program allo_s you to take the double integral of an equation
I0 REM Elllptical load distribution
_0 OPEN "a:amoment.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS 1 LEN=2000
30 INPUT "what is the MaN X value"; B














180 REM compute shear
+190 SHRCNTOT-1)=0




240 RE>I compute moment
.250 MOM(XTOT-I):0








t000 IF X>B THEN X_B
I001 "f:6.15*((I-(X/B)'2)'(I/2))
[002 REM Put the equatlon you wish to integrate in the above line
I010 RETURN
L REM Program _i
2 REM This program allows you to take the double integral of an equation
I0 REM Elllptical load distributlon
%00PEX "a:amoment.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS 1 LEN=2000
30 INPUT "what Is the NaN X va]ue"; B














[80 REM compute shear
+190 SHR(NTOT-I)=0




q40 RE>! compute moment
250 MOM(XTOT-I):0




300 FOR X=NTOT-I TO 1 STEP -i
310 PRINT#I,Y(X);LOD(X) :SHR(X) ;MOM(X)
320 NEXT X
330 END
[000 I[ X>B THEN X-B
I001Y=6.15"{(1-(X/B)'2)'(1/2))
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GRAPH#6.1.1 - (LOAD VS. LENGTH)
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.7 - (LOAD VS.SEMI-SPAN)
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GRAPH#6.1.1 1 - (SHAER VS SEMI-SPAN)
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GRAPH#6.1.13 - (LOAD VS. SEUI-SPAN)
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GRAPH#6.1.14 - (SHEAR VS. SE!v',I-SPAN)
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& Rear Spar Properties
Front Front Rear Rear
Section Area I_× Area Ixx
(in 2 ) (in 4 ) (in 2 ) (in 4 )
1 2.16 1.8E-3 1.584 1.597E-3
2 1.728 9.216E-4 1.253 7.90E-4
3 1.318 4.086E-4 1.01 4.116E-4
4 0.972 1.64E-4 0.677 1.25E-4
5 0.864 1.152E-4 0.576 7.68E-5
6 0.864 1.152E-4 0.576 7.68E-5
7 0.864 1.152E-4 0.576 7.68E-5
8 0.864 1.152E-4 0.576 7.68E-5
9 0.864 1.152[-4 0.576 7.68E-5
i0 0.864 1.152[-4 0.576 7.68E-5
Pressure
Figure A.5.23
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The size of the propellers were calculated using
the following equation from Reference 24:













density of air at cruising altitude
cruising velocity
With the values entered for thrust, density and
velocity, a circular cross-sectional area A of the
propeller disc as described in Reference 24. The
effective area for each of the propellers is half of
this and the resulting propeller diameter is I0½ feet.
The rotational speed of the propeller was determined
using the following equation:











maximum Mach number permitted by
propeller tip = 0.8
forward velocity of aircraft
rotational speed of propeller
radius of propeller
speed of sound
Reference ii described a procedure that produces an
estimate of the size of a gearbox. Gearbox weight versus
a factor identified as Q is plotted in Figure A.6.1. Each
plot is represented by another factor called K which is













power produced by motor
gear reduction ratio
Once Q was calculated, K was selected as 600
pounds per square inch (for epicyclic spur gears in
aerospace aplications). These two values were cross-
referenced to produce a weight of 80 pounds which was
rounded up to i00 pounds since this method of sizing
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Appendix A.7
tatic Stabilit erivation and Anal sis Code
Contribution of Aircraft Components
It is of interest to know the contribution of the
wing, fuselage, horizontal tail, and canard to the
pitching moment and static stability characteristics of
the airplane. Our emphasis will rely on methods that can
be derived from simple theoretical considerations. These
methods are generally accurate for the purposes of a
preliminary design such as this. They show the
relationship between the stability coefficients and the
geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane.
(Reference 23, p.44)
Wing Contribution
The contribution of the wing to the vehicle's static
stability can be examined with the aid of Fig. A.7.1. In
this sketch the wing has been replaced by its mean chord.
The distances from the wing leading edge to the
aerodynamic center and the CG are denoted by Xac and XCG,
respectively. The vertical displacement of the CG is
denoted by ZCG. The angle the wing chord line makes with
the fuselage reference line is denoted as iw.
Summing moments about the CG, we obtain the following
equation:
A.7.2
Z Moments = MCG w
MCG w = LwCOS(Uw-iw)[XcG-Xac ] + Dwsin(Uw-i w)
[XcG-Xac] + Lwsin(_w-iw)[ZcG]
- DwCOS(Uw-iw)[ZcG ] + Mac W
(A.7.1)
Dividing by ½pV2Sc yields:
CMcG w = CLw (XcG/c - Xac/C ) coS(_w-iw)+CDw
(XcG/c - Xac/C ) sin(_w-i w) + CLwZcG/c
sin(u w - iw) - CDwZcG/c cos(u w - iw)
+ CMacw
(A.7.2)
Equation A.7.2 can be simplified by assuming that the angle
of attack is small. With this assumption the following
approximations can be made.
coS(ew-iw)=l, sin(_w-iw)=_w-i w, CL_C D
If we further assume that the vertical contribution is
negligible, then Eq. A.7.2 reduces to:
CMCGW=CMacW+CLw(XcG/c - Xac/C) (A.7.3)
or




Applying the condition for
CMoW=CMacW+CLow(XcG/C-Xac/C) (A.V.5)
dCM/d_ w--dCL/dU w (XcG/C-Xac/C (A.7.6)
Canard and Tail Contribution
The horizontal tail and canard are analyzed in much the
same way as the wing. The contributions of these components may
be developed with the aid of Fig. A.7.2. Both the tail and
canard were designed as all moving control surfaces to increase
their effectiveness and decrease overall drag. (See Figure
A.7.3) The angle of attack at the tail can be expressed as
et=Gw-iw-_+it where _ and i t are the downwash and tail
incidences, respectively. The angle of attack at the canard may
be written _c=_w-iw+ic where i c is the canard incidence angle.
Note that the upwash at the canard has been assumed small and
neglected.
If we assume small angles and neglect the drag
contribution of the tail, the total lift of the wing and
tail can be expressed as:






and _ is the tail efficiency. (For this analysis, _ is
%
assumed to equal unity).
The pitching moment due to the tail can be
obtained by summing the moments about the CG:
M t = -it[Ltcos(arRL- e)+Dtsin(arRL_e) ]
-ZcGt [Dtcos (aFRL- e )-Ltsin (aFRL- e ) ]
+Mact
(A.7.10)
Assuming again that CL_C D and neglecting all but the
first term, Eq. A.7.10 reduces to
Mt=-itLt=-itCLt½PVt'St (A.7.11)




where VH=ItSt/Sc, the horizontal tail volume ratio. The
coefficient CLt can be written as
CLt=(dCL/det)_t=(dCL/d_t)(aw-iw-E+it ) (A.7.14)
where dCL/d_ t is the slope of the tail lift curve.
downwash angle c can be expressed as
The
_=Co+(d_/da)a w (A.7.15)
where _0 is the downwash at zero angle of attack.
The downwash behind an elliptically loaded wing can
be derived from finite wing theory:
(A.?.I6)
where the downwash angle is in radians. The rate of
change of downwash angle with angle of attack is
determined by the derivative of Eq. A.7.16:
(d_/da)=2(dCLldUw)/,AR w (A.7.17)
These expressions do not take into account the relative
positions of the tail plane relative to the wing. A more
accurate method would require the fabrication of a model
for testing in a wind tunnel. Rewriting the tail
A.7.6










By similar analysis, the intercept and slope of the






The fuselage contribution to the pitching moment
curves is outlined in Ref. 23, pp. 49-51. The fuselage
is divided into segments and the local induced angle due
to the wing upwash or downwash for each segment can be
A.7.7
estimated. A computer program was written to estimate
the intercept and slope of the fuselage contribution to
the pitching moment curves; this code is included in
this appendix.
Stick Fixed Neutral Point
The total pitching moment for the airplane can now
be obtained by summing the wing, fuselage, and tail
contributions.








Setting dCM/da equal to zero and solving for the center
of gravity position yields
(Xsp/C )=(Xac/C )- ((dCs/da f)/ (dCL/da w) )+_Vs
( (dCL/da t )/(dCL/daw) ) (l-dc/da )-
_[VH( ( dCL/da c) / ( dCL/dQ w ) )
A.7.8
(A.7.27)
This location, the stick fixed neutral point, is the
point of neutral stability; movement of the CG behind
this point will cause the airplane to become unstable.
Static Stability Analysis Code
The stability analysis of the aircraft required the
creation of a computer program to quickly solve the
longitudinal stability equations. This would allow us to
see the effects of changes of variable values on the
static stability of the aircraft, and thus to choose the
best control surface configuration for the given flight
conditions.
The static stability analysis program performs four
interrelated functions. The first is the calculation of
the moment coefficients due to the wing, tail, and
canard, as well as calculating the slope and intercept of
Cm vs. _ for each component. The second function is the
optional calculation of the Cm, and slope and intercept
of Cm vs. _ for the fuselage of the aircraft. The third
function is the tabulation (formatted for Lotus) and
output of the results, for the components and the
composite aircraft, vs. _. Finally, the program
calculates the neutral point of the aircraft for
subsequent iterations.
All necessary geometric and performance constants are
valued within the program. The distances to the center
A.7.9
of gravity and aerodynamic center (measured from the
quarter chord of the wing), and tail and canard quarter
chords (measured from the leading edge of the wing), are
left as variable inputs. Also left as variable inputs





3 REM ** S t a t i c S t a b i 1 i t y A n a 1 y s i s **
4 REM ** P r o g r a m **
EM ** **




20 PRINT "This version, STAT7.BAS, accepts degrees as input."
30 PRINT
i00 REM Static stability analysis program
Ii0 REM
120 REM
130 REM Geometric constants
140 REM
150 LET C =15.36 : REM wing mean aerodynamic chord : ?"c =";c
160 LET SW = 3594.25 : REM wing planform area : ?"Sw =";sw
170 LET ARW = 15.23 : REM wing aspect ratio : ?"ARw = ";arw
180 LET ST = 520 : REM tail planform area : ?"St =";st
190 LET ART = 5.2 : REM tail aspect ratio : ?"ARt =";art
200 LET SC = 470 : REM canard planform area : ?"Sc =";sc
210 LET ARC = 4.7 : REM canard aspect ratio : ?"ARc =";arc
220 LET IFUS = 0 : REM fuselage incidence angle : ?"If =";ifus
230 LET LT = 36.5: LET LC = 23.66: LET XAC=3.84: LET XCG=3.049
240 REM
250 REM
260 REM Performance constants
270 REM
2^_ LET ETA = 1 : REM wing/tail effective velocity ratio : ?"ETA =";eta
_J LET CLOW = .302 : REM CL at 0 AOA : ?"CL0w =";cl0w
300 LET CMACW = -.0596 : REM CM of the ac on the wing : ?"CMacw =";cmacw
310 LET CLAA = 2-3.14 : REM lift-curve slope for infinite wing : ?"Claa =";claa
320 CLAW = CLAA/(I+(CLAA/(3.14159*ARW)))
330 CLAT = CLAA/(I+(CLAA/(3.14159*ART)))
340 CLAC = CLAA/(I+(CLAA/(3.14159*ARC)))
350 LET DK = .86 : REM k2-kl : ?"dk =";dk




400 REM Semivariable inputs
410 REM
420 INPUT "It :";IT:IT=IT*I.745329E-02
430 INPUT "Ic :";IC:IC=IC*1.745329E-02





490 REM Preliminary calculations
500 REM
510 VHT = (LT*ST)/(SW*C)
520 VHC = -(LC*SC)/(SW*C)





580 REM Find CMaf and CM0f
590 REM
600 INPUT "DO you need to calculate CMf ";Q$
610 IF Q$="Y" THEN GOTO650
620 INPUT "CM0f :" ;CMOF
63_ INPUT "CMaf:";CMAF
64_GOTO 770
650 INPUT "How many sections?";SECTIONS
660 CMAF=0 : CMOF=0
670 FOR I = 1 TO SECTIONS
680 PRINT "Length of section";I:INPUT DXF
690 INPUT "Wf for this section?";WF




740 CMAF = CMAF/(36.5*SW*C)





800 REM Find CM0w , CMaw , CM0t , CMat , CM0c , CMac
810 REM
820 CMOW = CMACW+CLOW*(XCG/C-XAC/C)
830 CMAW = CLAW*(XCG/C-XAC/C)
840 CMOT = ETA*VHT*(CLAT*(E0+IW-IT))





9u_ REM Find CMw , CMf , CMt , CM0 , CMa , CMcg
910 CM0 = CMOW+CMOF+(ETA*VHT*CLAT)*(EO+IW-IT)+(ETA*VHC*CLAC)*(IW-IC)
930 CMA = CLAW*(XCG/C-XAC/C)+CMAF-(ETA*VHT*CLAT)*(I-DEDA)-(ETA*VHC*CLAC)
940 REM
960 A=.1745
980 CMW = CMOW+CMAW*A
990 CMF = CMOF+CMAF*A
i000 CMT = CMOT+CMAT*A
i010 CMC = CMOC+CMAC*A




1085 PRINT "CMa in non-linear (canard) region:";(CMA - CMAC)
1086 PRINT "CMa in non linear (tail) region:";(CMA - CMAT)
1090 REM




1133 PRINT"Stability Margin = ";((CMCG-CM0)/I.184)
1140 REM
1150 REM
1160 PRINT "Sample of points on curves at 0 AOA and i0 AOA"
i_70 PRINT "COMPONENT: 0 DEGREES i0 DEGREES"
1 3 PRINT
i_90 PRINT "Wing ";CMOW;TAB(40)CMW
1200 PRINT "Canard ";CMOC;TAB(40)CMC













Tr, is versicr_, S-A-7. BqS. aece_ts oenrees as ir,-_u +.
I :? 0




C_ia ir, non-I Jr,ear (car, arc) re_i,-,r,:-i. 44.='598
C_ia in non ilnear (tall) re_i,i,r,: .642515i
Xr, o= 4. 564932
Staoili_y ff:argir, = --8. iB.Z36E-C2
SemDi_ ,-,f c.-,ir,-.-_ or, curves a= 0 AOA ar, d ic) A SA
CO_PONE_T: 0 DEGREES iO DEGREES
wlr, c_ -T.Si5--iE-C;--'.-c. -. 125A364
Car, ar_ 0 . i548E,63
Taii i. 968682E-0.:' -. 169_Z991
Fuse ] a_e 0 z _ _5S,796E-(7,3
Airilar:e -5. TC453BE-'.:'_ -. i539 _,_=4
i _ : ?
T-_is ver=-i<._., S-TL -=. E:-:B.. acc_=-,ms ce---ree =- am ir_- _._'_.
!c :0 0
iw :? 0
C,_6 =-. i i ' w8.=6
C_._a=-. 555- i 19
C.__a i'r: r,or,- ir,e_r cer,:.ac) re:ji,=,r,:-i. 4425'9B
Cr,,a Jr, r,c,r, iir, ear _-;ail) re_:/,:.r," • E4;'5i =-,
Xr, m= 4.58493 -=-
S_a_iii_y ,_:arm=ir, = -8. iSI33E.E-C_2
Sar,_,__e of o,-,ir,<= -,,-, curves as 0 AC_A ar, c i:-_ "-"
CO._:PONENT: 0 DEGREES iO DEGREES
Wir, o -7. _,=!522iE-02 -. 125038.4
CanarO 0 . 1548663
Tail -3.4750:5E-02 -.2437363
Fuseiage ('_ 5 .... _ .....
Airniane -. ii14E,£6 -. EOE.349_









Cr,,a=-. 5551 i 19
C_la ir, r,or,-lir,ea'r (car.arc) _'e_iz, rl:-l. 44259_
CT,,a it, r,z,r,iir,ear (taii) re:i,z,r,: .6#25i5!
Xr_= 4.56e932
S_.a_iiity _argir, = -_. iBi336E-OEI
Sarnz,ie ,:.f o,=,ir,ts c,r_ curves av. c) AE;A ar,c 10 #',_J#.
__-L _=A,_ : 0 DEGREES 10 DEGREES
wir,_ -7. 515E'E!E-O£ -. i25032,4
Car_arc 0 . i5i8E.63
"-el -8. _-'i&752E-r_2,, -. E:98173_
F _._.se. _ :e 0 5. 5.=,8796E-C_3
Airziar, e -. 1657!97 -.,--627666
_ :?





Cma=-. 555z i 19
C._',ait: r.z,r,-Lit,ear (ca:',arc) re_lori:-i. /_4-_'_;_I_
C>.a Jr, r.:,r,ilr_ear (_aii) re-" ior,: .6_2515i
Xr_= 4. 5£_4_32
Sterility Margir, = -8. 161336E-0_
Se_-_ie of oc, ir_s ,:,r,curves _: (")AE;.. a_q_ iO AE _r
CC',_PONEBIT: 0 DEGREES iO DE_SREES
_lr::_ -7. 5 "i_=" -'_,,- ,- i E- c.]E: -. . _'_. w ,_,-'=-'" 3 & 4
Car, arc_ 0 . i5AS663
Tail -. i436E'47 -. 3526106
Fuse- a_e, 0 5. 5587'B6E-03
• ¢,_-_._E_ - 3i72239




























The example on p. 131 of Reference 23 was used as a
test case for the block diagram input into ASDEQ to
solve equation 7.2.1. The theoretical approximations of
the problem were compared to the results of the program
(modified to show the long and short periods separately
neglecting interactions). This comparison is summarized







Extrapolated from Figure A.8.1 & A.8.2
The unmodified program, which takes the
interconnectivity of the modes into account, was tested
by solving the following equations simultaneously using
data from Figure A.8.3. The graphical results are
presented in Figures A.8.4 & A.8.5.
P P=-(i/Td)In(u2/u I)
p(l p2)I/2 2
_ = /T d





p=.2144 rad/sec p=.21 rad/sec
The above comparisons validate the accuracy of both
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Data for this run was read from A:DYNBOOK. ASD
under automatic step control with local error





IND. VAR BLOCK 1 BLOCK 8 BLOCK 18
du/dt dw/dt dq/_t
0.000 0 .017 0
0.500 3.888932E-04 .0021783 -6.7835E-05
1.000 1. 131991E-03 -1.008656E-03 -1.044966E-05
1.500 1.958666E-03 -4.492623E-04 5.387086E-06
2.000 2.73988E-03 -1.519205E-04 4.652566E-06
2.500 3.467492E-03 -1.82749E-04 4.277175E-06
3.000 4.143304E-03 -2.456263E-04 5. 170457E-06
3.500 4.762158E-03 -2.856293E-04 6.179634E-06
4.000 5.317657E-03 -3.159344E-04 7.034185E-06
4.5c)0 5.804466E-03 -3.426886E-04 7.769967E-06
5.000 6.218296E-03 -3.656962E-04 8.4076E-06
5.500 6.555759E-03 -3.842862E-04 8.942817E-06
6.000 6.814365E-03 -3.982418E-04 9.369498E-06
6.500 6.992543E-03 -4.075071E-04 9.684288E-06
7.000 7.089645E-03 -4.120671E-04 9.885614E-06
7.50() 7.105941E-03 -4.119495E-04 9.97317E-06
8.000 .0070426 -4.072329E-04 9.947877E-06
8.500 6.90166E-03 -3.980467E-04 9.811899E-06
9.000 6.685991E-03 -3.845682E-04 9.568606E-06
9.500 6.39925E-03 -3.670198E-04 9.222508E-06
10.000 6.045828E-03 -3.456654E-04 8.779188E-06
10.500 5.630785E-03 -3.208071E-04 8.24522E-06
11.000 5,159786E-03 -2.92781E-04 7.628083E-06
11.500 4.639028E-03 -2.61953E-04 6.936061E-06
12. C)00 4.075157E-03 -2.287144E-04 6.178132E-06
12.500 3.475193E-03 -1.934767E-04 5.363862E-06
13.000 2.846438E-03 -1.566668E-04 4.503289E-06
13.500 2.196396E-03 -1.18722E-04 3.606797E-06
14.000 1.532683E-03 -8.008524E-05 2.684998E-06
14.500 8.629402E-04 -4.119949E-05 1.748612E-06
15.000 1.947489E-04 -2.503266E-06 8.083396E-07
15.500 -4.644541E-04 3.557443E-05 -1.252517E-07
16.000 -I. I07457E-03 7.261863E-05 -1.041847E-06
16.500 -1.727347E-03 1.082329E-04 -1.931492E-06
17.000 -2.317589E-03 1.420433E-04 -2.784702E-06
17.500 -2.872085E-03 1.737024E-04 -3.592555E-06
18.000 -3.385239E-03 2.028925E-04 -4.346787E-06
18.50[) -3.852011E-03 2.293288E-04 -5.039868E-06
19.000 -4.267962E-03 2.527622E-04 -5.665082E-06
19.500 -4.629295E-03 2.729809E-04 -6.216578E-06
20.000 -4.932888E-03 2.898131E-04 -6.689427E-06
20.500 -5.176314E-03 3.031271E-04 -7.079664E-06
21.000 -5.357859E-03 3.128331E-04 -7.38431E-06
21.500 -5.476531E-03 3.188829E-04 -7.601391E-06
22.£)00 -5.532053E-03 3.212701E-04 -7.729946E-06
22.500 -5.524861E-03 3.200293E-04 -7.770021E-06
23.000 -5.456083E-03 3.152348E-04 -7.722642E-06
23.500 -5.327515E-03 3.069996E-04 -7.589803E-06
24.000 -5. 141594E-03 2.954731E-04 -7.374414E-06
24.500 -4.901353E-03 2.808391E-04 -7.080258E-06
25.00C) -4.610383E-03 2.63313E-04 -6.711941E-06
25.500 -4.272782E-03 2.431387E-04 -6.27481E-06
26.000 -3.893099E-03 2.20586E-04 -5.774901E-06
26.5C)r) -3.476278E-03 1.959464E-04 -5.218845E-OE,
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2. 2420C)8E-03 -1. 252234E-04
:.866495E-r)3 -1.032145E-04
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93. 000 1. 175824E-03 -6.977568E-05
93. 500 1.285824E-03 -7.594932E-cZ)5
94. 000 I. 379626E-(')3 -8. I 17152E-(')5
94. 500 1.456451E-[)3 -8.539992E-05
95.0(')0 I. 515727E-03 -8.86c')382E-05
95.50C) 1. 557083E-03 -9. 07646E-05
96.000 1.580357E-03 -9. 187555E-05
96. 500 1.585591E-03 -9. 194179E-05
97. 000 I. 573029E-03 -9. 0980C)3E-05
97. 500 1.543108E-03 -8.9(:)1821E-05
98.000 1.496452E-03 -8.609494E-05
98. 500 1.433862E-03 -8.225893E-05
99. 000 1. 356303E-03 -7. 756826E-05
99. 500 1.264892E-03 -7.20896E-05
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Level flight power analysis program
Lotus spreadsheet - Power required & available
9.2.2 Turning Flight
Turning flight power analysis BASIC program





Lotus spreadsheet (sample - bank angle Of I0 °)
Flight Path
Lotus spreadsheets (sample - 50,000 feet)
Final path description






100 REM Power Analysis
i lO REM
120 REM Level Flight
1 _ "' REM































M - Mach Number
S - Wing Area (ft"2)
RO - Density (Ib/ft_3)
V - Velocity (ft/s)
AR - Asoect Ratio
FE - Bank Angle (_eorees)
NF - Bank angle (raOians)
L - Lift (ib)
W - Weignt (ib)
CD - Coefficient of Drag
CO- Coefficient of Drag at zero lift
K - Const ant
CL - Coefficient of Lift
Pl - 3. 14
P - Power (hp)
D - Dra_
E - Airolane efficiency
PA - Power available (car, be generated by the motor)
RG - Power ger, erateO/Dower receive_ by motor
EM - Motor efficiency
EP - Prooeller efficiency
PD - Power Density (ho/ft"% °)
FA - Altitude (ft)
PR - Power rec_uire_ (must be suppliec_ to the motor)
T - Thrust
FR - Flight raalus
AI - Angle of incidence
AD - Angle of inciOence (Oegrees)
450 REM ******* Define Constants *******
460 REM
470 E = .85 :REM
480 PI = 3. 1416 :REM
490 I = .01 :REM
500 ST = 5 :REM
5i0 K = .007 :REM
G = 32.174 :REM
RG = .97 :REM
EM = .98 :REM
AP = 175 :REM
CP = 550 :REM








590 REM ******* Data Entry *******
Airplane efficiency
Value of one radian
Increase t_e Mach #
Increase the bank angle
Viscous Drag Coefficient estimated
















INPUT "Wing Area"; S
INPUT "Asoect Ratio";AR
INPUT "AltituOe of flight";FA
INPUT "Soeea of sounO at altitu0e";SS
INPUT "Density at altltuOe";RO
INPUT "Coefficient of Drag @ zero lift";CO










PRINT "Gross Weign_ ";W
PRINT "Win_o Area ";S
PRINT "Aspect Ratio ";AR
PRINT "Altltude of flioht ";FA
PRINT "SoeeO of sounO @ altitude ";SS
PRINT "Density at altituoe ";RO
PRINT "Coefficient of Drag @ zero lift ";CO
PRINT "Total propeller area ";AP
































OPEN "A:lOOCR2. out" FOR OUTPUT AS I LEN=2000
L = W
FOR M = .01 TO I. I STEP I
:REM VELOCITY
CL = (L/(.5*RO*S*(V'_'2))):REM COEFF OF
LIFT
CD = (CO + K*(CL_'2) + (CL_'2)/(E*PI*AR) )
:REM COEFF OF
DRAG




:REM POWER REQUIRED (ho)
:RE_ POWER RECEIVED
:REM POWER AVAILABLE




DH = ((PA - P)/W)*CP
:REM POWER AVAILABLE
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9.2.2 Turning Flight
100 REM Flight Preformance
II0 REM
120 REM Turning Flight
130 REM






























M - Mach Number
S - Wing Area (ft_'2)
V - Velocity (ft/s)
AR - Asoect Ratio
FE - Bank Angle (aegrees)
NF - Bank angle (radians)
L - Lift (Ib)
W - Weight (ib)
CD - Coefficient of Drag
CO - Coefficient of Drag at zero lift
K - Constant
CL - Coefficient of Lift
Pl - 3.14
P - Power (hp)
D - Drag
E - Airplane efficiency
PA - Power availaDle (can be generated by the motor)
RG - Power oenerateo/mower received by motor
EM - Motor efficiency
EP - Propeller efficlency
PD - Power Density (hp/ft_2)
FA - Altitude (ft)
PR - Power reauired <must be supplied to the motor)
T - Thrust
FR - Flight radius
AI - Angle of incidence
AD - Angle of incidence (_egrees)
440 REM ****************
450 REM
460 E = .85
470 Pl = 3.1416
480 I = . 01
490 ST = 2







510 G = 32.174 :REM
520 RG = .97 :REM
530 EM = .98 :REM
540 AP = 175 :REM
550 CP = 550 :REM
560 REM
570 PD = (700-1.3405-10"-3-(.3048)A2)
580 REM











Value of one raoiar,
Increase the Mach
Increase the _ank an_le
Viscous Drag Coefficien_ estimate_





Conversion from ho to ft*Ibf/s
INPUT "Gross We_ght";W
INPUT "W1r_g Area"; S
INPUT "Asoect Ratio";AR
INPUT "Altitude of fllght";FA
INPUT "Soeeo of sound at altitu0e"_SS
INPUT "Density at altituoe";RO
INPUT "Coefficient of Drag @ zero lift";CO
INPUT "Total prooeller area";AP








LPRINF "Gross Welgnt ";W
LPRINT "W_ng Area ";S
LPRINT "Aspect Ra_o ";AR
LPRINT "Altitude of fl_ght ":FA
LPRINT "Soeeo of sour,_ @ altitude ";SS
LPRINT "Der_sity at altitude ";RO
LPRINT "Coeff_cier_t of Drag @ zero lift ";CO
















































Ca Icu Iat ior,s ______-
OPEN "c:50CR. out" FOR OUTPUT AS 1 LEN=20C)O
FOR FE = 3 TO 13 STEP ST
NF = FE*Pl/180
L = (W/COS(NF))
PRINT "Bank Angle ";FE; "aegrees"
PRINT#1, "Barsk Ar, gle";FE
PRINT
PRINT "Mach #", "VeI","CL", "Clim_ Rate"
PR INT
FOR M = .01 TO 1. 1 STEP I
V = M*SS
CL = (L/ (. 5*RO*S* (V'2)) )
CD = (CO + K*(CL"2) + (CL'2)/(E*PI*AR) )
D = CD*. 5*RO*(V^2)*S
FR = (V"2/(G-TAN (NF)) )
AI = ATN(V'2/(FR*G) ) + ATN(FR/FA)
AD = AI*(180/Pl)
P = D*V/CP :REM Power ReQuire_
PR = PD*S*COS(AI) :REM Power Received
T = ((PR/V)*CP)
EP = (2/(l+(l+(T/(.5*RO*(V)"2*AP)))".5))
PA = RG*EM*EP*PR :REM Power Availaole
DH = ((PA - P)/W)*CP
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Opti_alClimb Conditions
Chosenfron Cli_ Rate Analysis
Climb Rate maximized
Altitude Mach# Velocity Bank Ang C lift Climb _adius
lO^-B ft ft/s degrees ft/s ft
5 0.06 65.826 9 0.421847 11.6018850.3101
25 0.09 91.44 5 0.41633811.881282970.404
50 0.14 135.52 5 0.555369 10.62746524.540
75 0.22 212.97 7 0.7443827.57502211481.22





















Velocity Radius Omega Time of Climb changein
ft/s ft Period ft/s altitude
******************************************************
65.826850.31010.07741488.25075 11.60181.023867


























Velocity Radius Oae_a Time of Climb change in
























Velocity Radius Omega Tize of Climb change in






















































Veloci%y Radius Omega Time of Climb change in






































I._ REM @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Cc,ntants @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
160 REM
170 Pl - 3. 141592654# :REM
180 AO - (2*Pl) :REM
190 Cl = 1.5 :REM
200 C2 = -i :REM
210 11 = . I :REM









Numerical value for oie
Value for 2 * pie
Max C lift
Min C lift
Increment for Mach #
Increment for gust
240 REM @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Inout Variables @@@@@@@@@
250 REM
INPUT "Gross Weight ";W
INPUT "Wing Area ";S
INPUT "Aspect Ratio ";AR
INPUT "Altituoe of flight ";FA
INPUT "Soeeo of souna @ altituoe ";SS
INPUT "Density @ Altitu_e ";RO
330 REM @@@@@@@@@@@@_9@@ Calculations @@@@@@@@@@@@
OPEN "c:gus_sl.out" FOR OUTPUT AS 1 LEN=2000
FOR WG = -40 TO 4[) STEP I2
PRINT "Win_ gust velocity ";WG

































A = (AO/(I + (AO/(PI*AR))))


























M#GNITUDE OF GUST (FT/S)
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EFFECT OF WIND GUST ALTITUDE 25,000 (FEET)
VERTICAL MAGNITIJDF C)F GUST (FT/S)
MACH tt 40 20 10 -10 -20 ....
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M,¢GNIT_ OE OF GriST (FT/S)





0.460979 5.22_139 :9. t1257
1;.55285 6.28142a 3.640712
17.67542 7.337709 4.168855



























. ........ 81,I -4 _ 1_. -9 _6, ,, - [') 1 ":.
LIMIT LOAO FACTOR C:CN< TTIO?i"-_,
OtJE TO N'_X :'_,P!0 MI,"I '"! 'S
, _ , . _ , tr U_LTTII.!OE 50 ,-_r,0 (" I" E:T)
Mt-'CH :1:1: C = 1.5 CL = -1
0 0 O
0.1 1 .383276 -0.92218
0.2 5,533105 -3.6887"_
O. 9 "2-,_.I 9/tq -9 _ q'-,_':
0.,'!. 22. 1324 2 - 1_ . 754'3
q.5 34.. BR19 -29-054F.
0.6 49 7079 _ 3 "-_ t9:' -
0.700000 6'7.78055 -4-5. !9'10
0. 800000 88. 52969 -59. 0197
0.900000 112.0454 -74 £ q t_ cj





























MAGNITUDE OF GUST (FT/S)
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EFFECT OF WIND GUST ALTITUDE 100,000 (FEET)
VERTICAL






















MAGNITLIDE OF GLIST (FT/S)
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The following equations, found in Reference 24,
allow an estimate to be made for cost associated with
the airframe only. The equations give an estimate in
1970 dollars, so the results had to be adjusted to 1990
dollars.
Engineering hours: E= .0396*A'791*SI'526*Q "183
where A = airframe weight(Ibs)
S = maximum speed at design
altitude (knots)
Q = cumulative quantity
produced
Development support cost: D= .008325*A'873*SI'89*Q "346
Flight test operations cost: F= .01244*AI'I60*SI'371*QI'281
Tooling hours: T= 4.0127*A'764*S'899*Q "178
Labor cost: L= 28.984*A'740*S'543*Q "524
Quality control: Q/C= .13*L
Material cost: M= 25.672*A'689*S'624*Q "792
Solving the above equations for the aircraft,
A.IO.2
assuming A=3464 ibs (Figure 4.8) and S=346 knots (Mach
.44 at I00,000 ft), leads to the following.
E*($/hr)+D+F+L+Q/C+M = $10,398,187 (1970 dollars)
Converting this to 1990 dollars yields a total
airframe cost of $40,237,700 (assuming a constant
inflation rate of 7%).
It is important to realize that this figure is
probably extremely conservative considering that this
aircraft is not conventional in any sense. For example,
the low airspeed (S) and low weight (A) make this
aircraft appear, to the equations, to be the equivalent
of a small military aircraft.
A.10.3
